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Information Society in South-Korea

This article looks at the topic of Korean Information Society. Its main feature is the 
dominant state participation. Korea today the world leader in Internet penetration, 
broadband, and e-governance. Information society in Korean can be described from 
several angles. The article firstly approaches it from historical and technological per-
spective, then examines its ubiquitous networked society through state regulations and 
e-government issues.
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Dr. György Molnár
Use of ICT tools in the Korean educational system

This article focus on Korean and Hungarian education system regarding the ICT charac-
teristics. The Korean education system went through a rapid and radical changes in case 
of ICT used and learning forms adapted. The authors aim is to present the latest ICT 
based Korean educational system, the Cyber Home.
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Cultural specialt ies of Korean information society

Korea tops wireless broadband ranking and the country is on path toward the realization 
of a ubiquitous network society. Due to its unique culture, a number of issues specific 
for Korean information society can be observed. I my study I look at six Korean culture-
specific phenomena. I firstly analyze the impact of digitization on Korean writing; sec-
ondly present centralized social media; thirdly discuss the role of the Internet behind 
the success of k-pop; fourthly examine the willingness to pay for online digital content. 
finally I examine computer game and PC bang (PC rooms) popularity in Korea, as well 
as point out the negative phenomena associated with Korean information society.
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Gyula Nagy
The usabil i ty of digit isation -  what are the real goals?

The abundance of digitisation projects and online databases in recent decades has made 
it obvious that we are close to making everything available online, either digitised or 
born-digital. Ten years ago this wouldn’t have seemed possible, yet today, we are strug-
gling with finding a name for this state. In the present paper I present a brief review of 
future possibilities and the overview of two recently created digital archives supporting 
the argument that the idea of „digital singularity” is quite possible in the near future.
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Balázs László Karafiáth
Introduction of applying meme-theory into marketing-
communication

Richard Dawkins’ theory of memes from 1976 are becoming popular with the ever grow-
ing spread of internet and social media usage. Memetics is one of culture’s evolutionary 
explanations. This article is to present how Dawkins’ meme-theory can be applied in 
corporate marketing-communication setting and in social research. 
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